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Abstract
We begin with the notion of K-flat projectivity. For each sup-algebra L we then introduce a binary relation L on it. The K-flat
projective sup-algebras are exactly such sup-algebras with each element a approximated by the element x, x L a and the relation
L being stable with respect to the operations on L. Further on, we introduce the notion of a K-comonad and characterize K-flat
projective sup-algebras as such sup-algebras having a coalgebra structure for the K-comonad.
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1. Introduction and preliminaries
The injective objects over subspace embeddings in the category of T0 topological spaces are known to be precisely
the continuous lattices under the Scott topology [15]. M. Escardó answered in [4] the question what are the injective
spaces over perfect embeddings. He proved that they coincide with the algebras of the upper powerspace monad. In [5]
he studied the localic case and he was able to prove that injective locales over perfect sublocale embeddings coincide
with algebras of the upper powerlocale monad.
The issues for this paper were mainly the paper [1] where Banaschewski establishes both the internal and the
external characterization of “projective” objects in the category of frames (exhibiting M. Escardó’s results as a special
case) and the article [11] where this characterization was generalized to the category of quantales.
We will generalize both the results in [1] and [11], i.e. we present a general view with respect to the projectivity
notion in the category of sup-algebras.
Sup-algebras are certain partially ordered algebraic structures which generalize quantales, frames and biframes
(pointless topologies) as well as various lattices of multiplicative ideals from ring theory and functional analysis
(C*-algebras, von Neumann algebras).
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 starts with a brief introduction to the notion of K-flat projectivity.
For simplicity, we shall work only in the setting of one-sorted sup-algebras, but all the obtained results in this and
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J. Paseka / Topology and its Applications 155 (2008) 308–317 309the remaining sections are easily transferable into the many-sorted case. For each sup-algebra L we then introduce a
binary relation L on it and we establish basic properties of this relation.
In Section 2 we then show that the K-flat projective sup-algebras are exactly such sup-algebras with each element
a approximated by the element x, x L a and the relation L being stable with respect to the operations on L. Further
on, we introduce the notion of a K-comonad and characterize K-flat projective sup-algebras as such sup-algebras
having a coalgebra structure for the K-comonad.
In Section 3 we present some natural examples to illustrate the applicability of our results.
For a general overview on category we recommend [9], for facts concerning heterogeneous (or also many-sorted)
algebras in general we refer to [2]. For general background concerning frames and quantales we refer to [7,14].
Specifically, by a sup-algebra (see [13]), we mean an algebra L = (L,H) (of a given type) such that the carrier is
a sup-lattice and the operations are sup-lattice homomorphisms in each variable separately. For simplicity, we shall
use the same notation for an operation symbol and the respective operation on our sup-algebra. A homomorphism of
sup-algebras is a homomorphism of algebras that is a sup-lattice homomorphism. A sub-sup-algebra M = (M,G)
of a sup-algebra L = (L,H) is a sub-sup-lattice M of L such that gi = hi/Mni are the respective operations on M ,
hi ∈ H . Evidently, any element of a sub-sup-algebra M = [X] generated by a subset X of a sup-algebra L is of the
form m =∨j∈J yj ; here yj ∈ 〈X〉 and 〈X〉 is the subalgebra generated by X.
A sup-algebra nucleus on L is a closure operator j :L → L that satisfies h(j (x1), . . . , j (xnh)) j (h(x1, . . . , xnh))
for all operations h ∈ H of an arity nh and all x1, . . . , xnf ∈ L. Nuclei on sup-algebras are a generalization of the quan-
tic nuclei of [14]. Similarly, as for quantales, there is a one-to-one correspondence between quotients, congruences
and nuclei on sup-algebras.
A sup-algebra prenucleus on L is a map j0 :L → L such that
s  j0(s), j0(s) j0(t) whenever s  t,
h
(
x1, . . . , j0(xi), . . . , xnh
)
 j0
(
h(x1, . . . , xnh)
)
for all s, t ∈ L, all operations h ∈ H of an arity nh, x1, . . . , xnh ∈ L, 1 i  nh.
Each sup-algebra prenucleus j0 gives rise to a sup-algebra nucleus j with the same sets of fixpoints Lj = {s ∈ L:
j (s) = s} and Lj0 = {s ∈ L: j0(s) = s} (see, e.g., the proof of Lemma 2.2.19 in [13]).
Note that a composition j0 ◦ k0 of two sup-algebra prenuclei j0 and k0 on L is again a sup-algebra prenucleus and
Lj0◦k0 = Lj0 ∩Lk0 .
By an order-algebra, we mean an algebra L = (L,H) whose carrier is an ordered set and whose operations are
order preserving mappings in each variable separately. A homomorphism of order-algebras is a homomorphism of
algebras that is an order preserving map.
As in [13], a free sup-algebra over an order algebra L = (L,H) is isomorphic to the sup-lattice D(A) of all
downsets of A, that is, the U ⊆ A such that a ∈ U whenever a  b and b ∈ U (which includes U = ∅).
The induced operations fˆ :D(A)nf →D(A) defined by the prescription fˆ (X1, . . . ,Xn) =↓{f (x1, . . . , xnf ): x1 ∈
X1, . . . , xn ∈ Xn} for all X1, . . . ,Xnf ∈D(A) satisfy ↓(f (x1, . . . , xnf )) = fˆ (↓(x1), . . . ,↓(xnf )) for all x1, . . . , xnf ∈
A; here nf is both an arity of f and fˆ .
Our setting here is the category V of order-algebras such that V is also a variety of algebras whenever one forgets
the order structure. In V we consider subcategories K containing the category VSup of all sup-algebras that are in V.
Moreover, K has to contain VSup reflectively, subject to a very simple natural condition.
The projectivity in question is then taken relative to the onto sup-algebra homomorphisms h :L → M for which
the right adjoint h∗ :M → L (h(a)  b iff a  h∗(b)) belongs to K, referred to as K-flat projectivity introduced by
Banaschewski [1] for frames and in [11] for quantales.
The condition postulated for the subcategory K of V besides the assumption that VSup is reflective in K is as
follows:
(C) For any ϕ :A → L in K where L is a sup-algebra and A arbitrary, the corestriction of ϕ to any sub-sup-algebra
of L containing the image of ϕ also belongs to K.
We refer to this by saying that K is corestrictive over VSup. Since K contains the category VSup reflectively we
have, for any object A from K, the universal map in K to sup-algebras ηA :A → FA and, correspondingly, for any
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argumentwise partial order of maps between partially ordered sets, which is evidently preserved by the composition
of maps in K.
Lemma 1.
(1) Each FA is generated by the image of ηA.
(2) idFL  ηL ◦ εL for any sup-algebra L.
(3) ηA reflects order; that is f ◦ ηA  g ◦ ηA implies f  g for any two sup-algebra homomorphisms f,g :FA → L.
(4) For any sup-algebra L, if h :L → FL is a right inverse to εL :FL → L in VSup then h ◦ εL  idFL.
Proof. (1) Let M ⊆ FA be the sub-sup-algebra generated by Im(ηA), ϕ :A → M the corresponding corestriction
of ηA :A → FA, and i :M → FA the identical sub-sup-algebra embedding. Then by (C) we have a sup-algebra
homomorphism h :FA → M such that h ◦ ηA = ϕ, hence i ◦ h ◦ ηA = ηA, and therefore i ◦ h = idFA by the universal
property of ηA. It follows that i is onto, showing M = FA.
(2) Recall that by (1) each b ∈ FL is the join of all ηL(a) b because ηL is a homomorphism of algebras in V and
therefore Im(ηL) = ηL(〈L〉) = 〈ηL(L)〉). Now, for any such a ∈ L,
ηL(a) =
(
ηL ◦ (εL ◦ ηL)
)
(a) = ((ηL ◦ εL) ◦ ηL
)
(a) (ηL ◦ εL)(b)
since εL ◦ ηL = idL. Hence b (ηL ◦ εL)(b).
(3) Let f ◦ ηA  g ◦ ηA. Then, for all a ∈ A, we have f (ηA(a)) g(ηA(a)) hence f (b) g(b) for any b ∈ FA.
(4) If εL ◦ h = idL then we have that h = idFL ◦ h (ηL ◦ εL) ◦ h = ηL ◦ (εL ◦ h) = ηL by (2) and consequently
(h ◦ εL) ◦ ηL = h ◦ idL = h ηL = idFL ◦ ηL
which implies the desired result by (3) since both h ◦ εL and idFL are homomorphisms of sup-algebras. 
Remark 2. As in [1,11], we have that εL ◦ ηL = idL and (2) from Lemma 1 imply that ηL is right adjoint to εL.
Similarly, if εL ◦ h = idL for some h :L → FL then h is left adjoint to εL by (4) from Lemma 1 and consequently
unique.
Lemma 3. Let A,B are in K, g :A → B a K-morphism and K,L be sup-algebras, f :K → L a sup-algebra homo-
morphism. Then the following diagrams
A
ηA
g
FA
Fg
B
ηB
FB
and
FK
εK
Ff
K
f
FL
εL
L
commute in the respective categories. Moreover, F preserves the partial order of maps and FηA is left adjoint to εFA
in VSup.
Proof. The commutativity of the first diagram follows from the fact that sup-algebras are contained in K reflectively.
For the second diagram, it is enough to check that εL ◦ Ff ◦ ηK = f ◦ εK ◦ ηK and the result then follows from
Lemma 1(3). By the naturality condition given by the left square and the fact that εK ◦ ηK = idK we have that
f = idL ◦ f = εL ◦ ηL ◦ f = εL ◦ Ff ◦ ηK and similarly f ◦ εK ◦ ηK = f ◦ idK = f . Hence εL ◦ Ff = f ◦ εK .
For the last assertion, if ϕ,ψ :A → B are morphisms in K such that ϕ  ψ then by naturality the following
diagrams commute
A
ηA
ϕ
FA
Fϕ
B
ηB
FB
A
ηA
ψ
FA
Fψ
B
ηB
FB
Hence (Fϕ) ◦ ηA = ηB ◦ ϕ  ηB ◦ψ = (Fψ) ◦ ηA. Therefore Fϕ  Fψ by Lemma 1(3).
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A
ηA
ηA
FA
FηA
FA
ηFA
FFA
εFA
FA
Then idFA ◦ ηA = εFA ◦ ηFA ◦ ηA = εFA ◦ FηA ◦ ηA. Hence idFA = εFA ◦ FηA. The assertion then follows from
Remark 2. 
The reflectiveness of VSup in K determines a binary relation on each sup-algebra L = (L,H) as follows:
x L a iff a  εL(b) implies ηL(x) b, for all b ∈ FL.
An element a ∈ L is called K-compact if a L a. Let cK(L) denote all the K-compact elements of L. If L satisfies the
following conditions:
(1) for all a ∈ L, a =∨{c ∈ cK(L): c a},
(2) for any f ∈ H of the arity nf , if c1, . . . , cnf ) ∈ cK(L), then f (c1, . . . , cnf ) ∈ cK(L),
then L is called K-coherent sup-algebra.
Lemma 4. Let K,L be sup-algebras. Then, for all x, y,u, v ∈ K and for any sup-algebra homomorphism f :K → L,
we have
(1) x  y K u v implies x K v,
(2) if f is an isomorphism of sup-algebras then we have that x K u if and only if f (x) L f (u).
Proof. (1) Let x  yK u v. Assume that, for some b ∈ FK , v  εK(b). Hence u εK(b), i.e. ηK(x) ηK(y) b.
(2) We have the following commutative diagram
FK
εK
Ff
K
f
ηK
FK
Ff
FL
εL
L
ηL
FL
Let f (u) εL(b) for some b ∈ FL. Evidently, F(f ) and F(f−1) are mutually inverse isomorphisms of sup-algebras.
Hence εL(b) = f ◦ εK ◦F(f )−1(b), i.e. u εK ◦F(f )−1(b). This implies that ηK(x) F(f )−1(b), i.e. ηL ◦f (x) =
F(f ) ◦ ηK(x) b. 
2. Main results
Now we may go on our first result concerning K-flat projectivity (for frames see again [1] and for quantales [11]).
Theorem 5. The following are equivalent for any sup-algebra L = (L,H).
(1) L is K-flat projective.
(2) εL has a right inverse in VSup.
(3) L is a retract of some FA, A ∈ K.
(4) For each a ∈ L, a =∨{x ∈ L | x L a}; further, for any f ∈ H of the arity nf , f (x1, . . . , xnf ) L f (a1, . . . , anf )
whenever xi L ai , 1 i  nf .
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) By Remark 2, (εL)∗ = ηL which is in K by its definition, and εL is onto since εL ◦ηL = idL. Hence,
if L is K-flat projective we can find h :L → FL such that εL ◦ h = idL.
(2) ⇒ (3) Evident.
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K-flat projective. Let us consider the diagram
A
ηA
k∗f ηA
FA
f
g
L
k
M
with sup-algebra homomorphisms k and f , with k onto and K-flat (i.e. k∗ is a K-morphism) and f arbitrary.
Then k∗ ◦f ◦ηA ∈ K and hence we have a sup-algebra homomorphism g, g :FA → L such that g◦ηA = k∗ ◦f ◦ηA.
Hence we have that k ◦ g ◦ ηA = k ◦ k∗ ◦ f ◦ ηA = f ◦ ηA (k is onto and therefore k ◦ k∗ = idM ). This yields k ◦ g = f
by Lemma 1(3).
(2) ⇒ (4) Let us show that x L a iff ηL(x)  hL(a) for the given hL :L → FL such that εL ◦ hL = idL. The
direction (⇒) is immediate since a = εL(hL(a)) and putting b = hL(a) we have that ηL(x)  hL(a). The other
direction (⇐) follows from Lemma 1(4): if a  εL(b) then we have that hL(a)  (hL ◦ εL)(b)  b, and hence
ηL(x) hL(a) implies ηL(x) b.
Now, by Lemma 1(1), hL(a) =∨{ηL(x): ηL(x) hL(a)} and therefore, we have that
a = εL
(
h(a)
)= εL
(∨{
ηL(x): ηL(x) hL(a)
})=
∨{
εL
(
ηL(x)
)
: x L a
}=
∨
{x ∈ L: x L a}.
Further, if f ∈ H of arity nf and xi L ai , 1  i  nf then ηL(f (x1, . . . , xnf )) = f (ηL(x1), . . . , ηL(xnf )) 
f (hL(x1), . . . , hL(xnf )) = hL(f (x1, . . . , xnf )) so that f (x1, . . . , xnf ) L f (a1, . . . , anf ).
(4) ⇒ (2) Let hL :L → FL be the set map defined by hL(a) =∨{ηL(x): x L a}. Then we have that εL ◦hL = idL
by the first part of (4) while
(hL ◦ εL)(b) =
∨{
ηL(x): x L εL(b)
}
 b
since x L εL(b) implies ηL(x) b, and hence hL ◦ εL  idFL.
Therefore, we have that hL is a left adjoint to εL, and as such it preserves arbitrary joins. Further, for any f ∈ H
of arity nf and ai ∈ L, 1 i  nf , we have
f
(
hL(a1), . . . , hL(anf )
)
= f
(∨{
ηL(x1): x1 L a1
}
, . . . ,
∨{
ηL(xnf ): xnf L anf
})
=
∨{
f
(
ηL(x1), . . . , ηL(xnf )
)
: x1 L a1, . . . , xnf L anf
}
=
∨{
ηL
(
f (x1, . . . , xnf )
)
: x1 L a1, . . . , xnf L anf
}

∨{
ηL(z): z L f (a1, . . . , anf )
}= hL
(
f (a1, . . . , anf )
)
.
To check the converse inequality, we have
hL
(
f (a1, . . . , anf )
)= hL
(
f
(
εL(hL(a1)), . . . , εL(hL(anf ))
))
= hL
(
εL
(
f (hL(a1), . . . , hL(anf ))
))
 f
(
hL(a1), . . . , hL(anf )
)
.
In all, this shows that hL is a sup-algebra homomorphism, right inverse to εL. 
Corollary 6. Let K have equalizers coinciding with the equalizers in sets and let L be K-flat projective. Then cK(L)
is in K.
Proof. Evidently, cK(L) = equal(ηL,hL) by Theorem 5. 
Note that K has equalizers coinciding with the equalizers in sets, e.g., in the case when K is an equationally
presentable category, i.e. its objects can be prescribed by (a proper class of) operations and equations (see [10]).
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Proof. Let a ∈ A. By Lemma 3, FηA is left adjoint to εFA in VSup and FηA ◦ ηA(a) = ηFA ◦ ηA(a). Hence hFA =
FηA and hFA(ηA(a)) = ηFA(ηA)(a). Therefore cK(FA) ⊇ ηA(A). Since FA is K-flat projective and ηA(A) is a
join-base of FA, FA is K-coherent. 
Proposition 8. Let W be any subcategory of K-flat projective sup-algebras containing the class FK, with those sup-
algebra homomorphisms that preserve the relation . Then W is coreflective in VSup, with the coreflection functor F
and the coreflection map εL :FL → L.
Proof. Since W contains the class FA, it is sufficient to show that any sup-algebra homomorphism f :S → L with
S ∈ W uniquely factors through εL :FL → L by a -preserving sup-algebra homomorphism. For this, let us consider
the diagram
FS
εS
Ff
S
hS
f
FL
εL
L
We have then a sup-algebra homomorphism f˜ = Ff ◦ hS :S → FL such that εL ◦ f˜ = εL ◦Ff ◦ hS = f ◦ εS ◦ hS =
f ◦ idS = f . Moreover, a S b in S implies ηS(a) hS(b).
We have
ηFL
(
f˜ (a)
)= ηFL ◦ Ff ◦ hS(a) ηFL ◦ Ff ◦ ηS(a) = ηFL ◦ ηL ◦ f (a)
= hFL ◦ ηL ◦ f (a) = hFL ◦ Ff ◦ ηS(a) hFL ◦ Ff ◦ hS(b)
= hFL
(
f˜ (b)
)
.
Hence f˜ (a) FL f˜ (b) and f˜ is a -preserving sup-algebra homomorphism.
To establish the uniqueness of f˜ , take any -preserving sup-algebra homomorphism g :S → FL such that εL ◦g =
f . We shall show that g(a) = f˜ (a) for all a ∈ S.
Let x S a. Then ηS(x)  hS(a). Since g is -preserving we have that g(x) FL g(a). Hence Fg ◦ ηS(x) =
ηFL(g(x))  hFL(g(a)) = FηL ◦ g(a). This implies that f˜ (x) = Ff ◦ hS(x)  Ff ◦ ηS(x) = FεL ◦ Fg ◦ ηS(x) 
FεL ◦ FηL ◦ g(a) = g(a). By the K-flat projectivity of S we have that f˜ (a) g(a).
Let us check the converse inequality. Assume that ηL(z) FL g(a) = g ◦ εS ◦ hS(a) = εFL ◦ Fg ◦ hS(a). Hence
ηFL ◦ηL(z) Fg ◦hS(a). Therefore ηL(z) = εFL ◦ηFL ◦ηL(z) εFL ◦Fg ◦hS(a) = FεL ◦Fg ◦hS(a) = F(εL ◦g)
◦ hS(a) = F(f ) ◦ hS(a) = f˜ (a). Since ηL(L) is a join-base of FL we have that g(a) f˜ (a). Hence f˜ = g. 
As in [1] and [11], there is a further characterization of K-flat projectivity involving the comonad in VSup deter-
mined by the reflection functor F .
The comonad determined by F (viewed as an endofunctor of VSup) is (F, ε,Fη), and its coalgebras are the pairs
(L,hL) where the structure map hL :L → FL satisfies the conditions (see [9]):
(U) εL ◦ hL = idL and (A) (FhL) ◦ hL = (FηL) ◦ hL.
Given that it is entirely determined by the extension K of VSup, we call this comonad the K-comonad.
Similarly to [5] we introduce the following notion.
A comonad (T , ν,μ) on a poset-enriched category C is said to be of the Kock–Zöberlein type [8] if the functor T
is order-preserving and, for every object X, the inequality νTX  T νX holds.
In the presence of order preservation, the inequality is equivalent to saying that structure maps α :X → TX are left
adjoint to counits νX :TX → X (and hence uniquely determined by X when they exist).
The adjunction f  g between two posets is said to be coreflective if f ◦ g = id. By the same argument as in [5], a
left adjoint to a counit has to be coreflective in order to be a structure map.
A slight modification of the proof of Lemma 2.1 in [5] establishes the following.
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Proof. The functor F is monotone: It follows from Lemma 3.
The inequality εFX  FεX holds in VSup(FX,FFX): For C ∈ FX, we have that εFX(ηFX(C)) = C 
ηX(εX(C)) = (FεX)(ηFX(C)). Since FFX is generated by the elements ηFX(C) we get that εFX  FεX . 
Lemma 10. A sup-algebra homomorphism h : L → M is an onto map for which the right adjoint h∗ :M → L belongs
to K iff Fh :FL → FM has a coreflective right adjoint.
Proof. The proof is a direct reformulation of the proof of Lemma 3.2 in [5]. 
The desired result then is
Proposition 11. A sup-algebra L is K-flat projective iff it has a coalgebra structure for the K-comonad.
Proof. Let a sup-algebra L be K-flat projective. Similarly as in [1] we only have to show that the above identity (U)
automatically implies the second condition (A). Now, by Lemma 1(2),
hL = idFL ◦ hL  ηL ◦ εL ◦ hL = ηL
so that (FhL) ◦ hL  (FηL) ◦ hL by Lemma 3. For the reverse inequality, we have
(
(FηL) ◦ hL
)
(a)
=
∨{(
(FηL) ◦ hL
)
(x): x L a
}=
∨{
(hFL ◦ hL)(x): x L a
}

∨{
(ηFL ◦ hL)(x): x L a
}=
∨{(
(FhL) ◦ ηL
)
(x): x L a
}

(
(FhL) ◦ hL
)
(a)
by, respectively, Theorem 5, the naturality of ηL, and the fact that ηL(x) hL(a) whenever x L a.
Conversely, any sup-algebra L that has a coalgebra structure for the K-comonad satisfies the condition (U). Hence
εL has a right inverse, i.e. L is K-flat projective by Theorem 5. 
Similarly as in [1] and [11], let us consider the following way of specifying subcategories of V. For each order
algebra A = (A,H) in V, let SA be a collection of subsets of A such that for any nf -ary operation f ∈ H and all
a1, . . . , anf ∈ A, for all 1 i  nf and all S ∈ SA we have that {f (a1, . . . , ai−1, t, ai+1, . . . , anf ): t ∈ S} ∈ SA, and
for each g :A → B in V, g[S] ∈ SB whenever S ∈ SA.
Further, let S be the subcategory of V consisting of all A such that
∨
S exists for each S ∈ SA the operations are
S-join preserving homomorphisms in each variable separately, the maps being the V-homomorphisms which preserve
all
∨
S, S ∈ SA. Evidently, S is equationally presentable.
Let us recall the following examples: for each A ∈ V, SA consists of
(1) no S, and S = V,
(2) ∅, and S is the category of lower-bounded partially order-algebras from V,
(3) all finite subsets, and S is the category of V-semilattices,
(4) all (at most) countable subsets, and S, the category of σ -V-semilattices,
(5) all updirected subsets, and S = VPre Sup, the category of pre-sup-algebras, and
(6) all subsets, and S = VSup.
Recall that any category S of this kind trivially contains VSup and is evidently corestrictive over sup-algebras: if a
homomorphism of order-algebras ϕ :A → L preserves any specified joins in A and maps A into a sub-sup-algebra M
of L then its corestriction also preserves these joins simply because, for any subset S of A, the join of ϕ[S] in L and
in M are the same. But as in [1] and [11] we have more:
Proposition 12. For any S, VSup is reflective in S.
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as in [13] one can construct for any order-algebra A ∈ V the free sup-algebra DV(A) as a quotient of the sup-lattice
D(A) of all downsets of A. The corresponding sup-algebra prenucleus j0 :D(A) →D(A) is given by the prescription
j0(X) = X ∪⋃{tˆ1(X1, . . . ,Xn): tˆ2(X1, . . . ,Xn) ⊆ X, (t1, t2) ∈ TV,Xi ∈ D(A),1  i  n}; here TV is the set of all
term equations that are satisfied in the variety V.
For any A ∈ S, let γA be the closure system in D(A) consisting of all downsets U from DV(A) for which S ⊆ U
and S ∈ SA implies ∨S ∈ U .
Note that the principal downsets ↓a = {x ∈ A: x  a} belong to γA, giving rise to a map σA :A → γA taking a
to ↓a. We will prove that, for any A ∈ S,
(i) γA is a sup-algebra, and
(ii) σA :A → γA is the universal map in S to sup-algebras.
For (i), consider the operator k0 on D(A) such that k0(U) = U ∪⋃{↓∨S: S ⊆ U,S ∈ SA}. Obviously, γA =
D(A)j0◦k0 , and by general principles γA will be a sup-algebra if k0 is a sup-algebra prenucleus on D(A). Evidently,
k0(U) ∈D(A), U ⊆ k0(U) and k0(U) ⊆ k0(W) whenever U ⊆ W for all U,W ∈D(A).
Let us check the last condition from the definition of a prenucleus. Let h ∈ H of an arity nh and let X1, . . . ,Xnh ∈
D(A), 1 i  nh. Assume that a ∈ hˆ(X1, . . . , k0(Xni ), . . . ,Xnh).
Then there is an element bi ∈ k0(Xi) and elements xl ∈ Xl , 1 l  nh, l = i such that a  h(x1, . . . , bi, . . . , xnh).
If bi belongs to Xi then trivially a ∈ hˆ(X1, . . . ,Xni , . . . ,Xnh) ⊆ k0(hˆ(X1, . . . ,Xni , . . . ,Xnh)). On the other
hand, if bi 
∨
Si where Si ⊆ Xi and Si ∈ SA then {h(x1, . . . , t, . . . , xnh): t ∈ Si} ⊆ hˆ(X1, . . . ,Xi, . . . ,Xnh),
{h(x1, . . . , t, . . . , xnh): t ∈ Si} ∈ SA and therefore we have again that a 
∨{h(x1, . . . , t, . . . , xnh): t ∈ Si} ∈
k0(hˆ(X1, . . . ,Xi, . . . ,Xnh)). It follows that k0 is a sup-algebra prenucleus, as desired.
Concerning (ii), we have to show first that σA :A → γA belongs to S. Clearly, it preserves all operations and order:
hˆ(↓x1, . . . ,↓xn) =↓h(x1, . . . , xn) and a  b implies ↓a ⊆↓b. Now, let S ∈ SA. Evidently, σA(s)  σA(∨S) for
any s ∈ S. Hence∨s∈S σA(s) σA(
∨
S). On the other hand, S ⊆∨s∈S σA(s) ∈ γA and therefore
∨
S ∈∨s∈S σA(s),
meaning that σA(
∨
S)
∨
s∈S σA(s).
Let us check the universal property of σA. Let ϕ :A → L be any morphism in S where L is a sup-algebra from V.
Then ϕ as a morphism of order algebras determines uniquely the sup-algebra homomorphism h :D(A) → L such that
h(U) =∨ϕ(U). We will show that its restriction to the sup-algebra γA ∈ V is also a sup-algebra homomorphism.
This will evidently follow if we show that h ◦ k0 = h and h ◦ j0 = h. For any U ∈D(A) we have:
h
(
k0(U)
)=
∨
ϕ
(
U ∪
⋃{
↓
∨
S: S ⊆ U,S ∈ SA
})
=
∨
ϕ(U)∨
∨
ϕ
(⋃{
↓
∨
S: S ⊆ U,S ∈ SA
})
=
∨
ϕ(U)∨
∨
ϕ
({∨
S: S ⊆ U,S ∈ SA
})
=
∨
ϕ(U)∨
∨{
ϕ(
∨
S): S ⊆ U,S ∈ SA
}
=
∨
ϕ(U)∨
∨{∨
ϕ(S): : S ⊆ U,S ∈ SA
}
=
∨
ϕ(U) = h(U),
since ϕ(
∨
S) =∨ϕ(S) ϕ(U) for any S ⊆ U,S ∈ SA. Similarly,
h
(
j0(U)
)=
∨
ϕ
(
U ∪
⋃{
tˆ1(X1, . . . ,Xn): tˆ2(X1, . . . ,Xn) ⊆ U, (t1, t2) ∈ TV
})
=
∨
ϕ(U)∨
∨{
ϕ(t1(x1, . . . , xn)): t2(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ U, (t1, t2) ∈ TV
}
=
∨
ϕ(U)∨
∨{
t1(ϕ(x1), . . . , ϕ(xn)): t2(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ U, (t1, t2) ∈ TV
}
=
∨
ϕ(U)∨
∨{
t2(ϕ(x1), . . . , ϕ(xn)): t2(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ U, (t1, t2) ∈ TV
}
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∨
ϕ(U)∨
∨{
ϕ(t2(x1, . . . , xn)): t2(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ U, (t1, t2) ∈ TV
}
=
∨
ϕ(U) = h(U).
In all, this provides us a sup-algebra homomorphism ϕ: γA → L taking ↓a to ϕ(a), obviously unique since the
sup-algebra γA is generated by the ↓a, a ∈ A, and this proves the proposition. 
As in [1], in the examples listed above, γA consists of the following U ∈D(A):
(1) all U ,
(2) all U containing 0,
(3) the ideals of A,
(4) the σ -ideals of A,
(5) the Scott-closed U , and
(6) the ↓a.
For general S, by the same arguments as in [1,11], we have that the adjunction map εL :γL → L, for any sup-
algebra L, is the join map.
On the other hand, as in [1,11], for any A ∈ S, x ∈ A, and U ∈ γA, ηA(x) =↓x  U iff x ∈ U , and hence the
relation L now has the following concrete form: x L a iff a ∨U implies x ∈ U , for all U ∈ γL.
We then have the following proposition:
Proposition 13. For any A ∈ S, γA is S-coherent. Moreover, cS(γA) = σA(A)  A.
Proof. The first part follows from Proposition 7. We know also that σA(A) ⊆ cS(γA). Let U ∈ γA. Then⋃
u∈U σγA(↓u) ∈ γ (γA).
Namely, let {Iα: α ∈ Λ} ∈ S(γA), {Iα: α ∈ Λ} ⊆⋃u∈U σγA(↓u). Then, for any α ∈ Λ, Iα ∈ σγA(↓uα) for some
uα ∈ U . Hence Iα ⊆↓uα . Let us put vα =∨ Iα  uα . Since εγA :γ (γA) → γA is in V, we have that εγA[{Iα:
α ∈ Λ}] = {vα: α ∈ Λ} ∈ SA. Let v =∨{vα : α ∈ Λ}. Then v ∈ U and therefore Iα ⊆↓v and also Iα ∈ σγA(↓v) for
any α ∈ Λ. This gives us that {Iα: α ∈ Λ} ⊆ σγA(↓v). Hence∨{Iα: α ∈ Λ} ∈ σγA(↓v) ⊆⋃u∈U σγA(↓u). Therefore,⋃
u∈U σγA(↓u) is a fixpoint of the prenucleus kD(γA)0 .
Similarly, we shall check that it is a fixpoint of the prenucleus jD(γA)0 . Let (t1, t2) ∈ TV, I1, . . . , In ∈
D(γA) such that ˆˆt 2(I1, . . . , In) ⊆ ⋃u∈U σγA(↓u). Any Il is a join of elements of the form σγA(Xl), Xl ∈ γA.
Let ˆˆt 2(σγA(X1), . . . , σγA(Xn)) ⊆ ⋃u∈U σγA(↓ u). This is equivalent to the statement that σγA(tˆ 2(X1, . . . ,
Xn)) ⊆ ⋃u∈U σγA(↓u). Hence, tˆ 2(X1, . . . ,Xn) ↓u for some u ∈ U . Therefore, since ↓u ∈ γA we have that
tˆ 1(X1, . . . ,Xn) ↓ u, i.e. σγA(tˆ 1(X1, . . . ,Xn)) ⊆ ⋃u∈U σγA(↓ u). This in turn implies that ˆˆt 1(σγA(X1), . . . ,
σγA(Xn)) is a subset of
⋃
u∈U σγA(↓u) and, consequently, ˆˆt 1(I1, . . . , In) ⊆
⋃
u∈U σγA(↓u).
Now, let U γA U = εγA(⋃u∈U σγA(↓u)). Then σγA(U) ⊆
⋃
u∈U σγA(↓u). Hence U ∈
⋃
u∈U σγA(↓u) and
therefore U ∈ σγA(↓u) for some u ∈ U . This implies that U ⊆↓u ⊆ U , i.e. U =↓u. It follows that cS(γA) ⊆
σA(A). 
Note that the previous proposition and Proposition 8 establish in fact the equivalence between the category S and
the category of S-coherent sup-algebras with those sup-algebra homomorphisms that preserve the relation , a result
extending the results in [3] and related papers.
3. Examples
As stated in the Introduction M. Escardó was able to prove the main result of the paper [5] that injective locales
over perfect sublocale embeddings coincide with algebras of the upper powerlocale monad. Moreover, he showed that
they are exactly such locales L that every element v ∈ L is the join of the set {u ∈ L: u ≺ v}, 1 ≺ 1 and u ≺ v, u ≺ w
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a member.
Motivated by the above characterization we shall close our paper with a number of natural examples.
Example 1. Let V be the variety of meet-semilattices with the top element. Then VSup is exactly the category of
frames and our previous results coincide with the results from [1]. The V-flat projective objects are exactly regular
projective frames, i.e. frames isomorphic to the Scott topology of some continuous lattice (see [7,15]).
Example 2. Let V be the variety of join-semilattices with the bottom element. Then VSup is exactly the category of
sup-lattices and the V-flat projective sup-join-semilattices are exactly the continuous lattices (see [6]). Therefore the
continuous lattices have a coalgebra structure for the join-semilattice-comonad.
Example 3. Let V be the class of posets with the empty set of operations. Then VSup is exactly the category of sup-
lattices and the V-flat projective objects are exactly the supercontinuous lattices (i.e. completely distributive lattices
[3,12]). Let us put K to be the class of posets with directed joins (dcpo for short [6]). Then the K-flat projective objects
are exactly such sup-lattices L that every element v ∈ L is the join of the set {u ∈ L: u ≺ v}.
Example 4. Let V be the class of partially ordered semigroups. Then VSup is exactly the category of quantales and
our previous results coincide with the results from [11]. Moreover, if we assume that V is the class of partially ordered
unital (idempotent, involutive, . . .) semigroups we have that VSup is exactly the category of (idempotent, involutive,
. . .) quantales and the same conclusions apply.
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